
degrees. Cam followers 666A and 666B can transit either the inner surface or outer surface

(}^ of the circular cam track 669 as shown in Figure 66.^

T?F.MARKS

During preparation of the forma, drawings for this application, it wasCovered that

the informal drawings(and
accompanying text in the^^^T^.

typographical errors. These have been corrected herein. No new matter has been added by

61 64) and Figures 63-65 (now Figures 65-67).

deleted from the specification onpage 36, sincettwas no. included in theFtgures.

Respectfully submitted,

i H. Hegedus

Reg. No. 33,058

Johnson & Johnson

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza

New Brunswick, NJ 08933-7003

(732) 524-2242
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Tn the Drawings: o o rn

P1ease see the attached three sheets ofinformal drawings with proposed changesgk» lQ

Tn the Specification:

Page 12 after line 29, insert the following sentence:

..Figu^A.an enlarged^

39.--

Page 13, lines 18-19:

Figures(MiSM^ show a preferred embodiment ofthe temperature control system

for the thermal cycle molding module.

Page 13, lines 20-21:

Figures 6W57 illustrate a rotary pinch valve system suitable for use rn the
|

temperature control system ofthe thermal cycle molding module.

Page 14, after line 20, insert the following sentence:

-Figure 89 depicts a dosage form having a coating thereon.--

The paragraph bridging Pages 35 and 36 has been amended as follows:

The confguranonofthe lower retainer is best understood with reference to Figures36-

W 39A Thece„tersnP
por,stem222es.ablishesfhevcr,icalposiuonofthedosageform.

The

Figures 36 and 37. Each elastomeric coile. 220 mates wim a corresponding portton ofthe center

collets are generally circular and have a corrugated inside surface^ as shown rn F.gure

3M9A Theinsidesurface^comPrisesveryS
mallven,holes224forair,ovent Urrough

is injected over the top portionofthe dosage form. The ven, holes 224 are. relative* amah so

-6-



that the flowab.e materia! injected over.be dosage form from the center mold assembly 212 wtl,

generally not flow through the vent holes 224.

The paragraph on page 36, lines 12-17, has been amended as follows:

As shown in Figures 36-»39A disposed about the elastomeric collet 220 are flextble
|

fingers 223 The flexible fingers 223 are mounted within the .ower retainer 210 by any

sui,ab,e means and are attached to the support stem 222 to move up and down wtth the

movement ofthe support stem 222, as best understood by comparing Figures 36 and 37.

flexible fingers can be coupled to the center support stem by any of a variety of fastemng

techniques.

The last paragraph on page 49 has been amended as follows:

Ftgurest^MAM depict a particularly preferred embodiment of the temperature
|

control system incorporating an automatic valve system 650. The automatic valve system

650 directs heat transfer fluid to energy recovery bladders 651 and 652. The automattc vaive

system 650 replaces valves 622 and 623 of the system described in Figures 57-59.

Connecting energy recovery bladders together is connection rod 653. Slidab.y mounted to

the connection rod 653 is valve slide 654.

The first paragraph on page 50 has been amended as follows:

Operation of the automatic valve system 650 is best understood by companng F.gures

«60Athrough«64. Infig^S^Figyre^OA^OB cold hea, transfer
I

circling and ho, heat transfer fluid is not. The energy recovery bladders are shtfted to

in its right most positionbyaflanged portion 653A of connection rod 653 allowmg flutdto

pass to the left.

The second paragraph on page 50 has been amended as follows:

In^..^^^^162. the temperature control system has just switched from

cooltng mode to heating mode by switching valves 620 and 626 from their open to closed

positions.
Va,ves621.and627haveswi.ched fromc,osedtoopenposi.ions,allowmgho.

heat transfer flutd to begin flowing around loop 609. The pressure from theflmdm loop 609

forces energy recovery bladder 65 1 to fill and move to Are left as shown inft^Ji^
-7-



61 and 62. Simtutaneous.y, energy recovery Madder 652 empties and moves to leftdue «o ft.
|

continue* move to the left, flanged portion 653B of connection rod 653 makes comae, wOh

^RguresmaadM. The temperature control system is now in the heatmg mode
|

When the temperature contro. system switches back from heating to cooling mode the cycle

repeats and the bladders 65 1 and 652 move to the right.

The paragraph bridging pages 50 and 5 1 has been amended as follows:

The pinch valves of the present temperature control system utilize a rotary destgn to

••pinch" and "unpinch" flexible tubing. As described above, the center mold assembly rotates

cLkwiseandthencounterclockwiscoveranarcoflSOdegrees.
Feeding the center mold

theinvention. The rotary pinch valve assembly 660 compnses a valve anvtl 661 fixed to

shaft 662. Shaft 662 is attached to center mo.d assembly 2!2 (not shown) so that tt can rotate

about the same axis. Rotatably mounted to shaft 662 is valve pinch arm 663A. A smu.ar

valve pinch arm 663B is also rotatably mounted to shaft 662 and is free to move

indepcndentlyofvalvepinch arm 663A. Actuating the valve pinch arms are valve actuators

665A and 665B, which move cam follows 666A and 666B in the vertical dtrectton. The

vertical rise and fall of actuators 665A and 665B causes corresponding movements ofcam

followers 666A and 666B, which imparts a rotationa, movement to valve pinch arms 663

A

667Aand667Breduceorampli
fytherota,ionalmovemen.oftheva,vepmcharms663A^d

663Bby!— proportional to the gearratio. Although gears 667Aand667B are used

in the preferred embodiment described here, in other embodiments they can be dtspensed

with. Rotational movement of the valve pinch arms can be imparted directly by cam

followers and actuators.

The first full paragraph on page 51 has been amended as follows:

The counter clockwise rotation of valve pinch arms 663A and 663B about shaft 661

causes tubes 606B to be squeezed closed and tubes 606A to remain open. Conversely,



#

clockwise rotation of valve pinch arms 663A and 663B about shaft 66! causes tubes 606A to

be squeezed closed and tubes 606B to remain open. The position of the valves (open or

closed) depends on whether the orientation of center mold assembly 212 is up or down. It ts

also a requirement that the position ofthe valves remain unchanged (or con.rol.cd) as the

center mold assembly makes its 1 80 degree rotation. As shown in Figure 64^6, the ctrcular

earn track 669 allows cam followers 666A and 666B to remain in their fully actuated

positions while the rotary pinch valve assembly 660 rotates clockwise and counter clockwtse

1 80 degrees. Cam followers 666A and 666B can transit either the inner surface or outer

surface of the circular cam track 669 as shown in Figure 64 66.
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